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Chinese Dialectics 2005
dialectical thought is at the core of karl marx s work and all subsequent attempts to build on
his legacy marxism and arguably marx s special departure into dialectics represents an
anomaly in that tradition and all of western philosophy marxism finds its philosophers in the
academy in trade unions in former soviet states in industrial and non industrial nations and
this makes it distinct from all other modern philosophies it is certainly the most international
modern philosophical movement chinese dialectics from yijing to marxism is an unparalleled
investigation into the conversation between western marxism and chinese or eastern marxism
an autochthonous version of marxism persists in china coming to fruition through the work of
mao zedong chenshan tian contends that the conversation between eastern and western
marxism results in a striking feature of dialectics that pervades the everyday thinking and
speech of ordinary persons in china no study to date has undertaken the task of tracing the
development of marxism in china through it s ancient philosophical texts this book is
absolutely essential reading in the disciplines of comparative political theory philosophy and
asian studies

Philosophy of the Yi 2010-01-19
this volume an assemblage of essays previously published in the journal of chinese philosophy
conveniently and strategically brings together some of the trenchant interpretations and
analyses of the salient structural aspects of the philosophy of the yijing key essays published
in the journal of chinese philosophy brought together in a single volume the book offers
incisive interpretations and analysis of the most significant aspects of the philosophy of yi
provides insights into the ways in which the natural and human worlds work in conjunction
with one another

Dialectics in World Politics 2017-10-02
this volume explores the conceptual methodological and praxeological aspects of dialectical
analysis in world politics as dialectics has remained an under theorised analytical tool in
international relations this volume provides a critical resource for those seeking to deploy
dialectics in their own research by showcasing its effectiveness for understanding and
transforming world politics contributions demonstrate a number of innovative ways in which
dialectical thinking can be of benefit to the study of world politics by covering three thematic
concerns i conceptual or meta theoretical dimensions of dialectics ii methodological features
and general principles of dialectical approaches and iii applications and or case studies that
deploy a dialectical approach to world politics canvassing a diverse range of dialectical
approaches on key issues in world politics from global security to postcolonial resistances from
the theoretical problems of reification and complexity to the study of the global futures and
the intercultural historical expressions of dialectics dialectics and world politics offers key
insights into the social forces and contradictions that are generative of transformation in world
politics and yet routinely downplayed in orthodox approaches to international relations each
chapter demonstrates how dialectics can be utilized more broadly in the discipline and
deployed in a critical fashion as part of an emancipatory project this book was originally
published as a special issue of globalizations

China in Search of a Harmonious Society 2008
numerous problems are poised to jeopardize the political stability of china and cast a shadow
on the moral foundation of its economic reform how to cope with these new problems is a
daunting task facing the chinese leadership and people in the twenty first century the new
generation of leadership under hu jintao has begun to search for solutions and direction
building a harmonious society based on a scientific view of development has become a new
catchphrase in political and academic discourse in china and a newly adopted program by the
chinese government in this context china in search of a harmonious society brings together a
group of china scholars to examine this new concept proposed by the chinese leadership
under hu jintao its important implications for the future of chinese political development and
some major issues and questions in china s academic and public debate on the search for a
harmonious society this book will be of interest to professors and students of china studies as
well as policymakers and researchers book jacket
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Two Roads to Wisdom? 2001
how are chinese philosophy and analytic philosophy two very distinct traditions alike in this
volume fifteen distinguished scholars compare and contrast the methodologies finding areas in
which each tradition can learn from contribute to and complement the other

The Horizon of Modernity 2016-06-10
the horizon of modernity provides a historicized account of new confucian philosophy in
relation to the contemporary revival of confucianism and explores the nexus between
subjectivity and social structure in the works of mou zongsan tang junyi and xiong shili

Thinking Poetry 2016-03-16
this collection brings together some of the most prominent critics of contemporary poetry and
some of the most significant poets working in the english language today to offer a critical
assessment of the nature and function of poetic thought working at once with questions of
form literary theory and philosophy this volume gives an extraordinarily diverse original and
mobile account of the kind of thinking that poetry can do the conviction that moves through
the collection as a whole is that poetry is not an addition to thought nor a vehicle to express a
given idea nor an ornamental language in which thinking might find itself couched rather all
the essays suggest that poetry itself thinks in ways that other forms of expression cannot thus
making new intellectual political and cultural formulations possible this book was originally
published as a special issue of textual practice

Tianxia in Comparative Perspectives 2023
tianxia conventionally translated as all under heaven in everyday chinese parlance simply
means the world but tianxia is also a geopolitical term found in canonical writings that has a
deeper historical and philosophical significance although there are many understandings of
tianxia in this literature interpretations within the chinese process cosmology generally begin
with an ecological understanding of intra national relations that acknowledge the mutuality
and interdependence of all economic and political activity this volume contextualizes the
tianxia vision of geopolitical order within a variety of strategies drawn from a broad spectrum
of cultures and peoples buddhist islamic indian african confucian european the conversation
among the contributors is guided by several central questions is tianxia the only model of
cosmopolitanism are there ideas and ideals comparable to tianxia that exist in other cultures
what alternative perspectives of global justice have inspired western indian islamic buddhist
and african cultural traditions the fundamental premise here is that in order for a planetary
tianxia system to be relevant and significant for the present time and for our vision of the
future it must acknowledge the plurality of moral ideals defining the world s cultures while at
the same time seek practical ways to formulate a minimalist morality that can provide the
solidarity needed to bring the world s people together

The Politics and Philosophy of Chinese Power
2016-12-12
this book provides a timely analysis of the politics philosophy and history of chinese power
focusing on social strategic and diplomatic trends that have shaped china for over three
thousand years chinese elites have used the past to inform the present but have also
mobilized new ideas to address the country s rapid transition to global power china s
intellectual world can draw on a surprisingly pluralist legacy when chinese thinkers assess
power they bring to bear their classical legacy the military classics chinese socialism and
western political thought there are also a number of intriguing formulations that give shape to
the exercise of chinese power among these are comprehensive national strength stability
preservation soft power asymmetric conflict and counter intervention strategies this book
looks at key periods in chinese history when attitudes to power evolved and at their current
expressions these include china s expanded use of think tanks to chart the future efforts at
creating an eco civilization to balance growth and an extended set of security and information
capabilities from observing the centrality of power in today s international affairs the book
moves to the foundational concepts of chinese governance its belief in a strategic
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configuration of power as understood in military contexts as well as its growing diplomatic and
maritime engagement abroad this analysis culminates in new ideas of functional multipolarity
power is also deployed internally china s use of nationalism as a major tool for state building
and cohesion the ongoing role of socialism and the people s liberation army are all examined
in this light china s current strategic culture has shaped president xi jinping s search for a new
model of power for china in the twenty first century an endeavor that will have serious
implications for the future global order this book provides an alternative perspective on china s
trajectory towards a revised international system

Handbook of Critical International Relations 2020-02-28
comprising a plurality of perspectives this timely handbook is an essential resource for
understanding past and current challenges to democracy justice social and gender equality
identity and freedom it shows how critical international relations ir theory functions as a broad
based and diverse critique of society

The Making of the Global Yijing in the Modern World
2021-02-26
this book represents an ambitious effort to bring leading yijing scholars together to examine
the globalisation and localisation of the book of changes from cross cultural and comparative
perspectives it focuses on how the yijing has been used to support ideologies converted into
knowledge and assimilated into global cultures in the modern period transported from the
sinosphere to british american and french cultural traditions travelling from east asia to europe
and the united states the book provides conceptualised narratives and cross cultural analyses
of the global popularisation and local assimilation of the yijing highlighting the transformation
and application of the yijing in different cultural traditions and demonstrating how it acquired
different meanings and took on different roles in the context of a global setting in presenting a
novel contribution to understandings of the multifaceted nature of the yijing this book is
essential reading for scholars and students interested in the classic of changes it is also a
useful reference for those studying chinese culture asian philosophy east asian studies and
translation studies

The Primary Way 2020-09-01
in the primary way the distinguished scholar of chinese philosophy chung ying cheng
synthesizes his lifetime of work on the yijing also known as the i ching or book of changes
cheng offers a systematic engagement with the classic chinese text as a philosophy that is still
valuable and relevant today in contemporary philosophical terms cheng has developed the
ontological hermeneutics of the yijing as well as its philosophical methodology of symbolic
reference in a holistic and onto generative system of trigrams and hexagrams the book is
organized around eight themes that illuminate cheng s interpretation of the yijing as a
philosophy for creative human action and transformation he demonstrates how the philosophy
of change in the yijing embodies early chinese ontology cosmology epistemology and virtue
ethics in the interpretation of divinatory judgments cheng s work shows how the philosophy of
change contains a vision of humanity as creatively related to heaven and earth and how it
gives positive meaning to any change as part of a ceaseless creativity with this understanding
it enables humanity to develop its potential as a partner of heaven and earth

Yearbook of Chinese Theology 2015 2015-05-19
the yearbook of chinese theology is an important and timely publication on chinese christianity
this first volume covers harmony and sinicization of christianity in china confucian ruism and
the human god relationship the rebellious taiping tianguo movement a fujian catholic
community the bible in relation to literature and general public a review of the protestant
church and research on chinese contemporary ideology and historical nestorianism

The Philosophical Influences of Mao Zedong 2019-09-19
this philosophical mao is a fresh portrait of the mind of the ruler who changed the face of china
in the twentieth century the book traces the influences of both traditional chinese and
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traditional pre marxist western philosophy on the early mao and how these influences guided
the development of his thought it reveals evidence of the creative dimensions of mao s
thinking and how he wove the yin yang pattern of change depicted in the yijing the chinese
book of changes into the marxist dialectic to bring ancient chinese philosophy to mark
changes in twentieth century thought mao s lifetime philosophical journey includes his
interpretations of and comments on both chinese and western philosophers his deep
metaphysical reflections uncanny prognostications and pensive speculations from his early pre
marxist period to his later philosophical years prove to be as startling as they are thought
provoking

Buddhist Learning in South Asia 2018-05-07
this interdisciplinary study is the first book to provide a complete survey of Śrī nālandā
mahāvihāra from the perspective of its educational curricula as well as its religious influence it
provides detailed descriptions of the origin growth management and academic and cultural life
of nālandā with particular attention to its pedagogy curriculum teachers and students it also
presents an alternative interpretation of nationalist and popular notions about Śrī nālandā as
an international university and proves that it was at its core a buddhist monastery and an
institution of buddhist learning focused on the study and promotion of buddhism

Teaching the I Ching (Book of Changes) 2014
teaching the i ching pinyin yijing is a comprehensive and authoritative source for attaining an
understanding of 3 000 year old book of changes arguably the most influential chinese
classical text it provides up to date coverage of key aspects including bronze age origins
references to women excavated manuscripts the canonical commentaries cosmology and the
yijing in modern china and the west

Chinese Philosophy of History 2020-10-15
challenging the eurocentric misconception that the philosophy of history is a western invention
this book reconstructs chinese thought and offers the first systematic treatment of classical
chinese philosophy of history dawid rogacz charts the development from pre imperial
confucian philosophy of history the warring states period and the han dynasty through to the
neo confucian philosophy of the tang and song era and finally to the ming and qing dynasties
revealing underexplored areas of chinese thought he provides western readers with new
insight into original texts and the ideas of over 40 chinese philosophers including mencius
shang yang dong zhongshu wang chong liu zongyuan shao yong li zhi wang fuzhi and zhang
xuecheng this vast interpretive body is compared with the main premises of western
philosophy of history in order to open new lines of inquiry and directions for comparative study
clarifying key ideas in the chinese tradition that have been misrepresented or shoehorned to
fit western definitions rogacz offers an important reconsideration of how chinese philosophers
have understood history

Fathoming the Cosmos and Ordering the World 2008
this is a study of the development of the yijing in china from the earliest times to the present
drawing on recent scholarship in both western and asian languages the author offers a fresh
perspective on almost every aspect of yijing theory and practice

Gadamer and Ricoeur 2011-04-14
hans georg gadamer and paul ricoeur were two of the most important hermeneutical
philosophers of the twentieth century gadamer single handedly revived hermeneutics as a
philosophical field with his many essays and his masterpiece truth and method ricoeur
famously mediated the gadamer habermas debate and advanced his own hermeneutical
philosophy through a number of books addressing social theory religion psychoanalysis and
political philosophy this book brings gadamer and ricoeur into a hermeneutical conversation
with each other through some of their most important commentators twelve leading scholars
deliver contemporary assessments of the history and promise of hermeneutical philosophy
providing focused discussion on the work of these two key hermeneutical thinkers the book
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shows how the horizons of their thought at once support and question each other and how in
many ways the work of these two pioneering philosophers defines the issues and agendas for
the new century

Yinyang 2012-09-24
the concept of yinyang lies at the heart of chinese thought and culture this book explores the
relationship between these two opposing forces

Imperial-Time-Order 2015-11-24
in imperial time order qian offers an engagingly written critical study on a persistent historical
way of thinking centered on notions of time morality and empire in modern china

Notions of Time in Chinese Historical Thinking 2006
implicit in its title this book aims at giving readers a better understanding of chinese notions of
time in the tradition of chinese historical thinking time is a basic subject of humanistic enquiry
and this book consists of nine essays which have given indepth studies to chinese ways of
conceiving time from a variety of perspectives with the philosophical historical and
anthropological being most salient the subject matter therefore straddles several disciplines
and individual essays will be of interest to different clusters of scholars it is also a stimulating
book for lay readers who are broadly familiar with chinese history

Michael Slote Encountering Chinese Philosophy
2020-10-15
michael slote is one of the most prominent philosophers working in the discipline today by
creating a two way dialogue between philosophers specializing in chinese philosophy and a
central thinker from the anglo american tradition this volume brings cross cultural philosophy
to life from his early contributions in ethics metaethics philosophy of mind moral psychology
and epistemology to his recent investigations into the relationship between western
philosophy and chinese philosophy an international team of scholars of chinese philosophy
cover slote s sentimentalism his understanding of chinese concepts yin and yang and explores
the role early confucianism and neo confucianism can play in his work each chapter extends
slote s ideas by considering them from a chinese philosophical perspective and slote is given
the opportunity to respond to each of the contributors interpretation of his work applied to
classical works such as the zhuangzi and the yijing his ground breaking thoughts on morality
care ethics and empathy are taken in new exciting directions

Reinventing the Methodology of Studying
Contemporary China 2017-07-03
this book illustrates how the one dot theory which is a dialectical study is well suited to
describing explaining and inferring contemporary china s past present and future it argues
that since october 1949 the field of contemporary china studies has been dominated by
modified and abandoned non dialectical theories and models it also challenges selected non
dialectical theories and models which were first generated in the west such as the game
theory and rational choice theory with its emphasis on methodology the book offers a valuable
resource for academics researchers and practitioners alike with an interest in logically
systematically and coherently unraveling taiwan s and mainland china s contemporary politics
and international relations

The Philosophy of Change 2023-08-01
in the philosophy of change the distinguished scholar of chinese philosophy chung ying cheng
advances our understanding of the yijing by analyzing its philosophy in comparison to western
philosophical traditions cheng focuses on critically comparing philosophies of science religion
and metaphysics in leibniz whitehead neville and cobb alongside classical chinese views on
reality divinity knowledge and morality the book begins and ends with questions related to the
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character of chinese metaphysical traditions which contrast with the mainline metaphysical
traditions found in western europe and north america cheng argues throughout the book that
the philosophical underpinnings of basic concepts in chinese culture are ultimately rooted in
key claims found within the yijing 易經 and one of its standard commentaries the yizhuan 易傳 the
book serves as a complementary volume to the author s previous book the primary way
philosophy of the yijing which lays out a comprehensive and systematic philosophy based on
the symbolism and text of the classical document and its traditional commentaries

Justice and Harmony 2022-08-16
justice and harmony have long been two of the world s most treasured ideals but much of
modern moral and political philosophy puts them on opposite sides of the divide between
liberal theories of the right and communitarian theories of the good joshua mason argues that
the encounter with their chinese counterparts zhengyi and hexie can overcome this opposition
revealing a pattern that reframes justice and harmony as mutually interdependent concepts in
a three part framework of root harmony benhe harmonic justice heyi and just harmony
zhenghe broadly surveying the histories of western and chinese moral and political
philosophies justice and harmony cross cultural ideals in conflict and cooperation explores our
cross cultural conceptual inventories and develops a comparative framework that can
overcome entrenched binary oppositions and reconcile these grand global values

Encyclopedia of Chinese Philosophy 2013-11-05
featuring contributions from the world s most highly esteemed asian philosophy scholars this
important new encyclopedia covers the complex and increasingly influential field of chinese
thought from earliest recorded times to the present day including coverage on the subject
previously unavailable to english speakers the encyclopedia sheds light on the extensive
range of concepts movements philosophical works and thinkers that populate the field it
includes a thorough survey of the history of chinese philosophy entries on all major thinkers
from confucius to mou zongsan essential topics such as aesthetics moral philosophy
philosophy of government and philosophy of literature surveys of confucianism in all historical
periods zhou han tang and onward and in key regions outside china schools of thought such as
mohism legalism and chinese buddhism trends in contemporary chinese philosophy and more

Journal of Asian History 2005
the proceedings present the contributions to the 13th international kant congress which was
held at the university of oslo august 6 9 2019 the congress which hosted speakers from more
than thirty countries and five continents was dedicated to the topic of the court of reason the
idea that reason stands before itself as a tribunal characterizes the whole of kant s critical
project without such a court reason falls into conflict with itself with such a court in place
however it may succeed in establishing the possibility and limits of metaphysics ethics
aesthetics law and science the idea of reason being its own judge is not only pivotal to a
proper understanding of kant s philosophy but can also shed light on the burgeoning fields of
meta philosophy and philosophical methodology the 2019 kant congress put special emphasis
on kant s methodology his account of conceptual critique and the relevance of his ideas to
current issues in especially political philosophy and the philosophy of law additional sections
discussed a wide range of topics in kant s philosophy the proceedings will provide anyone who
is interested in exploring the variety of present day work on kant and kantian themes with a
wealth of fruitful inspiration

The Court of Reason 2021-11-08
expanding process explores how comparative philosophy expands our understanding of the
critical themes of process change and transformation john h berthrong examines how notions
of process manifest and shape the classical confucianism of xunzi the early medieval daosim
of the liezi and zhu xi s song dynasty daoxue teaching of the way berthrong links these various
chinese views of process and transformation to contemporary debates in the american process
pragmatic and naturalist philosophical movements stressing how our pluralistic world calls for
comparing and even appropriating insights from diverse cultural traditions berthrong contends
that comparative philosophy and theology can broaden the intellectual frontiers and
foundations of any serious student of contemporary global thought
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Expanding Process 2008-10-23
in this book jana s rošker offers the first comprehensive overview and exegesis of the work of li
zehou who is one of the most significant and influential chinese philosophers of our time
rošker shows us how li s complex system of thought seeks to revive various chinese traditions
and at the same time attempts to harmonize or reconcile this cultural heritage with the
demands of the dominant economic political and axiological structures of our globalized world
variously characterized as neo traditional neo kantian post marxist marxist confucian
pragmatist instrumentalist romantic and more li s work was central to the period known as the
chinese enlightenment in the 1980s and has helped modify and transform antiquated patterns
of chinese intellectual discourse he is one of the rare chinese thinkers whose work has not only
had a deep and lasting impact on chinese intellectuals but has acquired a broad readership
outside of china as well seen from a broader intercultural perspective li s unique and
imaginative approach to a wide range of basic theoretical problems has created new styles of
intellectual investigation while reminding us of our belonging to a common humanity
regardless of differences in our individual cultures languages preferences and traditions

Chinese Studies in Philosophy 1992
learning to emulate the wise is the first book of a threevolume series that constructs a
historically informed multidisciplinary framework to examine how traditional chinese
knowledge systems and grammars of knowledge construction interacted with western
paradigms in the formation and development of modern academic disciplines in china within
this volume john makeham and several other noted sinologists and philosophers explore how
the field of chinese philosophy zhongguo zhexue was born and developed in the early decades
of the twentieth century examining its growth and relationship with european american and
japanese scholarship and philosophy the work discusses an array of representative institutions
and individuals including fengyoulan fu sinian hu shi jin yuelin liang shuming nishi amane tang
yongtong xiong shili zhang taiyan and a range of marxist philosophers the epilogue discusses
the intellectualhistorical significance of these figures and throws into relief how
zhongguozhexue is understood today

Following His Own Path 2019-01-01
guo qiyong s edited volume offers a detailed look at research on chinese philosophy published
in chinese from 1949 2009 the chapters in this volume are broken down into either the major
themes or time periods in the history of chinese philosophy

Learning to Emulate the Wise 2012-07-02
vital post secular perspectives on chinese philosophical issues presents a number of
contemporary philosophical issues from a wide range of chinese philosophical texts figures
and sub traditions that are usually not addressed in english studies of chinese philosophical
traditions lauren f pfister presents new perspectives in three parts the first part offers critical
perspectives on the life and works of one of the most significant 20th century chinese
philosophers and historian of chinese philosophical traditions feng youlan 1895 1990 the
second part explores questions related to ruist confucian theism and the complicated textual
developments within two canonical ruist texts ending with a critique of a 21st century
translation and interpretation of one of those two classical texts the third part presents
philosophical assessments of 20th and 21st century cultural issues that have had immense
social and interpretive impacts in contemporary chinese contexts chinese utopian projects
chinese netizens in human flesh searches and questions about the links between sageliness
and saintliness in ruist and christian communities

東洋學文獻類目 2006
a reinterpretation of world politics drawing on chinese cultural and philosophical traditions to
argue for a focus on relations amongst actors rather than on the actors individually
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Das Argument 2006
vols for 1969 include a section of abstracts

Studies on Contemporary Chinese Philosophy
(1949–2009) 2018-01-29

China Review International 2005

Vital Post-Secular Perspectives on Chinese
Philosophical Issues 2020-10-27

A Relational Theory of World Politics 2018-04-05

The Philosopher's Index 2008
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